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This book will provide the teacher with an invaluable collection of creative ideas 
which will enhance the lessons and provide active involvement for scholars 
in the classroom. Every care has been exercised to give suffi cient details to 
make each activity simple to complete and we are confi dent that by using 
and adapting these ideas, the lessons will be impressed more readily upon 
young minds and the time spent in Sunday School will be more enjoyable 
for both teacher and scholar.

We extend our appreciation to those who have contributed. This handbook 
is the result of many hands and heads applied to the development of its 
contents over many years of Sunday School experience.  Once again we 
are thankful to our Sister Barbara Bracey for her major contribution of ideas, 
and Brother Mike Barr for his labours in preparing the fi nal draft. 

This book covers the Third of Five Stages, to the theme, 'The Glory & Decline 
of the Kingdom', and is designed to be used in conjunction with the lesson 
notes of the same theme. 

The material presented has been designed to cover a wide range of ages 
and therefore every Primary and Junior teacher is encouraged to make full 
use of the book in preparing their lessons. A wealth of additional ideas are 
covered in the other stage handbooks and each teacher should ensure they 
have their own copies as many ideas are easily adaptable to other lessons.

We advise you to make use of "help for teachers" which is free and available 
on the website. There are hundreds of ideas that suit young children together 
with templates and "how to make" instructions as well as photographs of 
the fi nished item. These ideas are creative and are an excellent resource of 
ideas for both class and homework.

Our desire is that this book will encourage teachers in their important work of 
leading our children into a greater knowledge and appreciation of the Hope 
we share. We trust that it will assist in making the classroom a vibrant and 
enjoyable centre for teaching God's Word and make a lasting impression 
upon minds of those in attendance.
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HOW TO USE THIS BOOK

General

A quick perusal of the book will show that it is divided into 25 lessons which 
correspond to the lessons in the Stage 3 Primary Notes.

In each section you will fi nd some helpful ideas on how to convey the lessons 
to your scholars. We have endeavoured to provide a range of ideas throughout 
the book, from the simple to the more complex for advanced scholars, to give 
scope for teachers to adapt the material according to the age and ability of 
their students.

Preparation

The success of a Sunday School class depends on the time and effort put in 
beforehand by the teacher, together with the best presentation possible. The 
scholar generally is very observant, and knows when preparation has been 
conscientiously done. To this end we encourage teachers to give ample time 
to the preparation of their class work. At least one night, and possibly two, may 
be necessary in making ready the Sunday School lesson to be presented. 
Activity work requires careful forethought and practice by the teacher. It is 
very necessary to ensure that you have the right tools for the job before you 
arrive at Sunday School.

The ideas contained in this book are not intended to stifl e the individual teacher's 
ideas - these are always best - but they are designed to give teachers who 
are looking for some new thoughts creative ideas in ready reference form. 
The section "How to make it' is generally self explanatory. You should work 
out how much of the activity you will need to prepare beforehand, as this 
will vary according to the time available in the class, and the age and other 
limitations of the scholars.

Before you begin to choose an idea for a lesson, browse through the rest of 
the Teachers Handbooks. You will fi nd that many of the different ideas can 
be used or adapted for a number of lessons.
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TOOLS AND MATERIALS

It is a good idea to have a box just for your craft accessories and materials.

Tools
Here are a few suggestions as to what tools you may need for constructing 
the craft ideas in this book:
* Scissors
* Craft knife (the type with disposable blades)
*  Lampshade glue (this is an excellent glue when you are dealing with 

fabric or paper - it does not cause wrinkling when drying, as is often the 
case with other wood and paper glues)

* Ruler
* Pantograph (these are appearing on the market again and are a very 

useful tool for enlarging or reducing outlines and tracings that you may 
wish to copy. Obtainable from art supplies and toy shops)

* Pens and pencils
* Compass
* Carbon Paper (very handy, especially if a photo copier is not available 

for your use)

Materials
These vary from lesson to lesson but, here are a few which are used 

frequently:
* Scraps of material, especially white
* Wooden clothes pegs (now available in craft shops)
* White card (sometimes called "pasteboard"). Usually available from 

stationers in large sheets
* Cardboard boxes (shoes, shirts etc.)
* Crepe paper
* Cellophane
* Ice-cream sticks
* Sand-paper
* Gold and silver wrapping paper or aluminium foil
* Drawing pins, safety pins and cellotape
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In Class

The lesson being taught is often reinforced by using an activity similar to 
those contained in this book. Many of the ideas presented here are best 
prepared before class with only the interesting fi nishing touches being 
undertaken in class with the aid of the scholars.

It is important for the teacher to be well prepared with all the tools and materials 
required to complete the task chosen. As the activity is undertaken, it is a 
valuable time to reinforce the lessons. There are times when something does 
not go quite smoothly and someone's activity just does not turn out right. It 
is a good idea to have a spare hidden in your bag to avoid disappointment. 
Scholars should be allowed to take home their activities as often as possible. 
It reminds them of the lesson and also gives parents a lead as to what was 
done in Sunday School.

Other useful Resources:
Also available from the CSSA are:
• Dramatised CDs of each lesson produced professionally. These are useful 

in summarising each lesson and help to reinforce the stories. These are 
presented for each of the 5 Stages respectively.

• A series of Bible Stories covering many of the major stories presented 
on CD.

IN CONCLUSION

It is important as teachers not to fall into a carefree, easy, preparation 
syndrome. The fi rst few lessons are, of course, the hardest, but practice 
helps the teacher become more profi cient. Some who may not feel adept 
at handcraft will soon fi nd, with the aid of suggestions in this book, that they 
are building up quite a store house of clever ideas.

Results come through dedicated work and a lot of time. The activities 
selected should not be chosen merely because they may be the simplest 
or easiest to prepare, but rather because they are the very best to enable 
you to present the lesson in a manner that will make a lasting impression 
on the scholars in your class.

May Yahweh bless this most vital work.
































































































































































































































